LED indicator charge red / function blue
Magnetic charger
Rubber ring for pendant
Rubber strap
Charging port

The Disc has passed a 1.2m. drop test and a water
resistant test in 30cm. of water for 30 minutes,
however we do not recommend submersion in
water for extended periods.

First charge the Disc for around 2-3 hours until
fully charged. Use the USB cord provided plug it
into a computer, or standard USB power adapter.
The magnetic self locating USB cable will latch
onto the charging points on the back of the Disc
in the right direction as the magnets will line it
up correctly.
Charging will begin. This is indicated by a
flashing Red light on the back of the disc. Once
the red light remains on all of the time this
indicates a full charge.
If for any reason there is no intermittently
flashing Blue light, seen through the same hole
as the charging light, then you can assume the
battery is flat and that the Disc needs
recharging.
There is no on/off switch so the Blue light will
flash every half minute or so indicating normal
function. Once the battery is fully charged you
can expect to get up to 5 days use until further
recharging is required.
Do not leave the Disc unused with a flat battery
for long periods of time as this will affect the
performance and life of the battery.

The Blushield Disc carries a warranty for a period
of 1 year. This covers factory defects or faults.
This does not cover misuse, modification or
neglect (dropping) which can be indicated by
scratched surfaces. If a claim is made all postage
costs are to be covered by the customer.
Blushield will decide whether to repair or
replace the product depending upon the fault.
It is not recommended to charge the Disc for
more the required time. Once the red indicator
light stops flashing the unit can be unplugged
and used as required. A single charge will enable
the disc to be used for up to 5 days before
needing to be charged again. This product
meets all safety standards and can be safely
used on a plane or any aircraft with confidence.
All safety certifications have been laser engraved
on the back of the disc.
This product is water resistant and will resist
immersion in water for small amounts of time,
however it is not recommended to shower or
swim with the device on. The warranty does not
cover water damage.

Pendant
The Disc can be worn as a pendant by using the
ring provided. Use a chain or piece of cord of
your choice and thread it through the top loop
to hang around your neck. The rubber strap can
be removed, but do so carefully, then use the
ring in its place to form a pendant.
*Chain not included

